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Why a Vinyl Patio Cover
Outdoor patio covers provide extra living space, but cost significantly less than a full renovation. A
well-designed patio cover from Home Team Yards provides a connection to the outdoors, a comfort-
able, peaceful, fun place to relax after a long day, and a special place to celebrate those memorable
family celebrations. When choosing a patio cover for your yard, some things to consider are; ease
of maintenance, cost, and construction.

One of the most important considerations for a new patio is whether or not it will have a patio cover.
A covered patio is more functional, offering refuge from the hot California sun. Home Team Yards of-
fers three types of patio covers. The Cardiff model is designed with square pickets that fasten on
top of the structure, which give approximately 40 percent shade. The Palomar with its push thru
picket design can’t be beat for strength and ease of installation. Another great Palomar feature is
the choice of multiple shade options, including square pickets, diamond pickets and flat louver-style
pickets, which give approximately 60 percent shade. Our sleek Arcadia patio cover offers a solid in-
sulated aluminum cover for maximum shade.

Vinyl is the Best Option
High-quality vinyl is chosen by landscapers, contractors and homeowners for a number of reasons,
most of all, because it is a beautiful solution that requires little or no maintenance. A quick spray with
the water hose will keep it looking like the day it was installed. You’ll never need to paint, sand, or
seal it. Our high-quality vinyl patio cover kits carry a lifetime material warranty.

Cost
The initial cost of wood or vinyl is similar, but in the long run, vinyl is less expensive. Wood requires
maintenance on a regular basis, and even with maintenance, a wood patio cover is only expected
to last between 15 and 20 years before needing to be replaced. Vinyl is made to last a lifetime and
will continue to look beautiful through the years. Once you’ve invested in a vinyl patio cover, you
won’t need to replace it due to age or deterioration for decades.

Environmental Impact
Vinyl, short for polyvinyl chloride (PVC), has been researched and tested numerous times through
the last few decades and has been determined to be highly durable, energy efficient, and carry a
high thermal-insulating value. Also, the manufacturing process for vinyl is a relatively low contributor
to greenhouse gases. It takes less energy—therefore, fewer resources—to produce it. Vinyl is ther-
moplastic, so it can be recycled, reheated, and used again, with more than 1 billion pounds of vinyl
being recycled each year in the US and Canada. Home Team Yards actively recycles our vinyl waste
to minimize our impact on the enviroment.

Commonly used mounting methods: On top of concrete with 
rebar and cement in the post or in dirt with a 10”x 24” concrete fill. 

Optional metal post mounts are available for a concrete-less 
installation onto a solid surface.

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Colors Available in White or SAND
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Cardiff
Our Cardiff style is designed with 

square pickets that are fastened on top of the
structure. You can add base trim and post trim

to dress up your patio cover.
Arcadia Add-ons

Wiring Channels for 
Fans or Lighing

Skylights

Wiring Channels for 
Fans or Lighing

Gutters and 
Downspouts
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Typical 
CARDIFF
Side View

Measurements

Typical 
ARCADIA
Side View

Measurements
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Cardiff patio cover installed on brick.

Cardiff stand alone cover installed on concrete.

Arcadia
Our Arcadia patio covers are constructed with
a 3” thick aluminum insulated roof and vinyl
posts and rails. Easy to maintain, they can be
cleaned with water and a soft sponge. Rain and
sunshine will not affect the appearance. They
will not rust and there is no worry of termites.
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Palomar
The Palomar style has two picket options:
Square pickets, or flat louver pickets which

provide approximately 60% shade. Its elegant
style makes your backyard a relaxing retreat.

Palomar patio cover.

Palomar stand alone cover.
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Standard
PALOMAR
Side View

Measurements

Palomar patio cover installed on brick pillars.

Palomar patio cover installed with railing.
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Standard
PALOMAR
Side View

Measurements

Palomar patio cover installed on brick pillars.

Palomar patio cover installed with railing.
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